Addressing and Reducing Inequality through Developmental Science

Now Virtual! Addressing and Reducing Inequality through Developmental Science has been rescheduled for November 9, 2020 from 11:00am-4:00pm EST and November 10, 2020 from 11:00am-3:30pm EST.

When?
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2020 11:00AM TO TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2020 3:30PM

Where?
Virtual

Organizers
Margaret Echelbarger, University of Chicago; Laura Elenbaas, University of Rochester; Rashmita S. Mistry, University of California at Los Angeles; Matthew Diemer, University of Michigan
#SRCDInequality2020

Economic inequalities have profound implications for the social, behavioral, and academic lives of infants, children, and adolescents. This interdisciplinary workshop will bring together scholars from psychology, education, sociology, economics, and public policy to move the field of developmental science forward on understanding the causes of inequality and courses of action to reduce their impact. Through invited panels, hands-on workshops, data blitz talks, poster presentations, and structured conversations, this workshop will highlight innovative research on children’s thinking about economics and inequality and the programs and policies that address inequality in children’s lives.

**All fees to attend this workshop will be refunded in full, thanks to the generosity of the William T. Grant Foundation.** Participants must sign-up to reserve their spot and attend both days of the workshop. Refunds will be processed within three weeks pending confirmation of attendance at the event. Deadline to register is 9:00am, Sunday, November 8, 2020.

**About the Platform, Gather**

This event is being hosted by SRCD in a space created by Virtual Chair on the Gather platform. With Gather, you will be transported into a 2D workshop venue as a virtual avatar, where you can walk around, interact with workshop attendees that are right next to you, listen to talks, view posters, and more. You will be able to customize your avatar and navigate around the venue using the arrow keys on your keyboard.

**TIPS AND TRICKS FOR USING GATHER**
Questions? Email programoffice@srd.org.
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